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TONE IN THE MAKONDE DIALECTS: CHIMARABA *
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Ohio State University

This study presents data and an analysis of tone in the Chimaraba dialects of
Makonde. It is shown that, as in many Bantu languages of Southern
Tanzanian, verbs in Makonde have no lexical tone properties. Verb stems all
select a single H tone, which is then mapped to some stem vowel, or is
deleted, depending on the tense of the verb. Theoretical issues arise in the
course of the investigation. The question of adjacency constraints in
phonology is raised: Meeussen's Rule in Makonde requires that the involved
tones be in adjacent syllables, although they need not be on adjacent morae.
We also find evidence for treating the final syllable as extratonal. Since
extratonality is rarer than extrametricality in stress systems, every example of
extratonality has the potential to contribute to the theory of extraprosodicity.

1. Introduction
The purpose of this study is to make a small contribution to our understanding
of tone, both cross-linguistically and in Bantu languages, by presenting data and
an analysis of tone in dialects of Makonde, a Bantu language spoken in Tanzania
and Mozambique. Makonde is assigned to P23 in the Guthrie [1967] classification
of Bantu languages, making it genetically close to the better-attested languages
Makua, Yao, and Kimatuumbi, which are "predictable tone" languages, that is,
languages which lack lexical tone contrasts in verb stems and assign surface tone
to verbs on the basis of verb tense. The details of tone assignment in Makua have
been set forth in Cheng and Kisseberth [1979, 1980, 1981], and Kimatuumbi tone
is analyzed in Odden [forthcoming]. For example, in Kimatuumbi, a single H is
assigned to the third stem vowel of every stem in the subjunctive (la), and in
* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 20th African Linguistics Conference at the
University of Illinois in April 1989. Data for this paper was gathered at the University of Dar es
Salaam in Summer 1988 primarily from Hamadi Mzee, with the suppon of the University of Dar
es Salaam and a Fulbright grant.
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agent nominalization (lb), H's are assigned to the first and third vowels of the
verb.
(1) Kimatuumbi

a. ba-tyatyakjJqyane
b. mw-aand[lq

'they should plaster for each other'
'writer'

Given the problems raised in describing Kimatuumbi-type systems (see Odden
[1989] for discussion), we are driven to investigate languages with similar tone
systems, especially closely related P-zone languages. A comparison of P-zone
tone systems is hampered by the lack of basic descriptive materials for these
languages: only a single partially tone-marked sketch of Makonde is available
[Nurse 1979]. In his brief sketch of Tanzanian Bantu languages, Nurse suggests
that in Makonde, nouns have penultimate stress, and verbs have stress whose
position varies according to verb tense. The less than two dozen tone-marked
forms provided by Nurse do not make it clear exactly how Makonde tone works.
There are at least five dialects of Makonde, including Chimahuta, Chimaraba,
Chinnima, Chimaviha, and Chimatambwe. Statements by speakers of Makonde
suggest that the Chimahuta and Chimaraba dialects are on the margins of mutual
intelligibility. This paper will present the basic facts from the Chimaraba dialect
of Makonde: a subsequent paper will extend the analysis to the Chimahuta dialect
and provide a comparison of the dialects. The general tonal typology of
Makonde conforms to that of the "predictable tone systems", as seen in Makua
and Kimatuumbi [Odden 1989]. Every verb stem takes a H tone, which is then
mapped to an appropriate position in the verb (or deleted) depending on the tense
of the verb: verbs in Makonde have no lexical tone properties.
A number of interesting theoretical issues arise in the course of the
investigation. For one, the problem of the "tone-bearing unit" arises, in that both
the mora and the syllable act in ways suggesting that each is the tone-bearing unit.
The question of adjacency constraints in phonology arises, since the version of
Meeussen's Rule found in the language requires that the involved tones be in
adjacent syllables, although they need not be on adjacent morae. Finally, we fmd
evidence for extratonality of the final syllable--extratonality being much rarer
than extrametricality in stress systems, every example of extratonality has the
potential to contribute to the theory of extraprosodicity.
Prior to embarking on our survey of tonal principles in Makonde, it is
necessary to make explicit a terminological distinction in verb morphology. Two
positions for tone shifting will be referred to, namely root initial position and
stem initial position. The morphological representation of the verb stem is given
in the Chimaraba example (2).
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(2) [ Subject - Tense [STEM (Object) [ROOT Root - (extensions) - final V ] ] ]

n

na [va

lSG SUB] FUT

+ telekeela

3PL OB]

'I will cook for them'

cook-for

The root initial position refers to the leftmost syllable of the lexical root, whereas
the stem initial position refers to the syllable of the object prefix if there is one,
otherwise to the leftmost root syllable. In this example, the syllable te is root
initial and va is stem initial. The left edge of a stem will be marked with an
opening bracket, and we will separate the object prefix from the root with a plus.

2. Verbal Tone
There are some important generalizations about surface prosody in the
Chimaraba dialect which will guide our analysis. First, there are no vowel length
contrasts, but due to a regular stress rule, the penultimate syllable of every word
is lengthened. Although this lengthening is predictable, its presence is felt in the
phonology and will be included in the transcriptions. Second, almost every verb
tense and noun requires some kind of H tone on its penultimate syllable. Third, a
word [mal syllable virtually never has H tone. Finally, there is a surface contrast
illustrated in (3) between nouns with penultimate H, penultimate fall, and
penultimate rise.
(3) chi [ t66vi
chi [ kaapu
va [maaka

'load'
'basket'
'cats'

This contrast can be found in verbs as well and is governed by the tense of the
verb. Furthermore, there is in my data only one lexical item with an underlying
contour tone on a syllable prior to the penultimate, namely the rising tone of
yiinguula 'rabbit'.
The limited use of vowel length and the three-way tone contrast result in
interesting problems in stating rules. It would seem that we must make the mora
the tone-bearing unit, in order to give a principled representation of the contrasts
in (3): these contrasts will be represented respectively as H on the leftmost mora,
H on the rightmost mora, and as two H's, each linked to a mora of the
penultimate syllable. If we link tones directly to the syllable node, we cannot
even represent the contrast between rising and falling tone, barring the use of L
tones (whose presence would, however, make it impossible to correctly apply
Meeussen's Rule and other tonal rules). We will also see that some rules seem to
be more easily stateable if tones are accessed at the level of the syllable.
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To explain why final syllables never have H tone, the final syllable will be
treated as extraprosodic, that is, invisible for the purposes of tone and other
prosodic phenomena. Given this extraprosodicity, stress is assigned to the [mal
syllable. Then, the stressed syllable is lengthened by (4).
(4)

Stress Lengthening

o

[+stress]
cr
I
I
~ Jl

Stress with lengthening in utterance-medial words is not phonetically obvious,
like utterance-final stress is, and is wiped out or severely reduced by a late
postlexical rule. Therefore, in the transcription, only utterance-final stressinduced lengthening will be represented in the transcription (viz. amilya 'he ate',
8nilya mayaai 'he ate eggs ').
2.1. Primary H Assignment. To explain why nearly every tense has a H
somewhere in the stern, we will have a general Stern H insertion rule, (5),
inserting one H tone into every stern.
(5)

Stem H Insertion

o ~ H/[STEM-]
This H is docked to the appropriate vowel by later rules. A similar situation
holds in Kimatuumbi, Kikuria, and Yao, where one or sometimes two floating
H'S are added to the stern and are docked to the appropriate vowel by later rules.
What amounts to a neutral context for tone assignment is seen in the future
tense form of verbs in (6) with I and 2 person subject prefixes, in the subjunctive
with no object prefix, and in nominalizations. In all these cases, the penultimate
syllable has a rising tone. l

(6) tuna [liima
nna [ teleeka
nna [ pilikaana
nna [ va + lulima
1A summary of relevant examples from

'we will cultivate'
'I will cook'
'I will hear'
'I will bite them'
all verb tenses is given in the Appendix.
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tuna [ chi + teleeka
nna [ vaa+ pa

'we will cook it'
'I will give them'

u [liime
tu [ pindikulilaane
u [teleeke

'you should cultivate'
'we should turn for each other'
'you should cook'

m [ pwailaaji
n [ telekaaji
n [ kalangaaJi
chi [ kalaango
chi [ tukuulo

'sweeper'
'cooker'
'frier'
'frying tool'
'pushing tool'
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To account for this rise, we will dock the H tone which is inserted by Stern H
Insertion (5) to the penultimate syllable by the Default Docking rule, (7). Since
word final syllables are extraprosodic at this stage of representation, the Default
Docking rule may be formulated to map a free H to the final syllable, the true
word-fmal syllable having been rendered invisible by extraprosodicity. In order
to derive a rising tone, rather than a falling tone, Default Docking must be
ordered after Stress Lengthening. This docking rule is then one of the rules
where we want tones to be linked to the mora, not the syllable.
(7)

Default Docking

H'
I
I
Jl]

Turning to the conditional in (8), we find a different tone pattern, namely a
falling tone on the penultimate syllable.
(8) nikaa [ lya
aka [liima
nika [ teleeka
vaka [ telekelaana
nika [ chii + lya

'if I eat'
'if he cultivates'
'if! cook'
'if they cook for e.o.'
'if I eat it'
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nika [ va + limiila
vaka [ ni + telekeela

'if 1 cultivate for them'
'if they cook for me'

We will assume that forms like those in (8) undergo a rule mapping the stem H to
the rightmost syllable (modulo extraprosodicity). However, this mapping rule,
which is morphologically conditioned, precedes Stress Lengthening.
(9)

Stem Mapping
H'
I

I

(applies in: conditional
subordinate tenses
subjunctive+OP
"might not" tense
inst. nom.)

Jl]

The derivation in (10) shows that by ordering Stress Lengthening between the
two mapping rules, we can derive the contrast between the falling tone of the
conditional and the rising tone of the future.
H

H

nikavalimila

nnavalimila

H
I
nikavalimila

NA

(10)

H
I
nika valimiila

NA

output of Stem H Insertion

Stem Mapping

H

nna valimiila

Stress Lengthening

H
I
nnavalimiila

Default Docking

In a third verb tense shown in (11), the negative future, a H tone is assigned to
the penultimate syllable and surfaces as a falling tone in most environments.
(11) i [ liimi

a [teleeki
a [liimi

'I won't cultivate'
'he won't cook'
'he won't cultivate'
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atu [ teleeki

'we won't cook'

atu [ chi + teleeki

'we won't cook it'
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Interestingly, in this tense, the stem H is only assigned as a phonetic falling tone
to a root syllable. If the object prefix or subject prefix constitutes the penultimate syllable, as in (12), that syllable does end up with the H, but manifests the H
as a rise.
(12) i [ kuu + pi

'I won't give you'

avaa [Ii

'they won't eat'

ava [kuu+ pi

'they won't give you'

This requires putting a restriction on the docking rule used for this tense so that it
only applies to root syllables. When the tone docking rule for this tense fails to
apply, as in (12), the stem H remains unattached and later undergoes Default
Docking. The docking rule for the future negative is given in (13).

(13)

Future Negative Docking
H
I
I

[Future Negative]

[ROOT ... f.l]

The derivations in (14) for avakuupi and iteleeki illustrate how the rise versus
fall contrast comes about in the future negative tense.
(14)

H

H

i [ tele(kl) ]

avaku [ (pi) ]

H
I
i [ tele(kl} ]

NA

H
I
i [ telee(kl) ]

underlying

Future Negative Docking

H
avakuu [ (Pi) ]

Stress Lengthening
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NA

H
I
avakuu [ (Pi) ]

Default Docking

The rising and falling penult patterns exhaust the possibilities for verbs having
a single H: the stem H always goes to the penult, either as a rise or as a fall. At
least in this dialect, there are no forms where H is assigned to the second vowel
from the end or the third vowel from the beginning, so in this way Makonde is
different from Kimatuumbi and Yao.
Before moving to rules of doubling and shifting, an account must be given for
the fact that the future tense form of monosyllabic stems, such as nnaalya 'I will
eat' has no H tone: we would expect *nnaalya , by application of Default
Docking. This can be explained by marking the prefix -na- as an exception to
Default Docking. The stem H tone cannot dock to it and remains unassociated
after Default Docking (subsequently being deleted by Stray Erasure).
2.2. Secondary H tones: Doubling. Returning to the future tense with na,
which we saw in (6), if the subject prefix is 3 person, we find a somewhat
different tone pattern. Looking at the examples in (15), we see that these verbs
have two H'S, the first on the stem initial vowel and the second on the penultimate
syllable-that tone is the primary H and is assigned by Default Docking (7). The
stem initial H doubles to the second stem syllable, providing that the syllable
which follows the recipient syllable is not also H toned. In other words,
Doubling will not create adjacent H toned syllables. Note too that the penultimate
H which blocks Doubling is not in fact on the mora which immediately follows
the focus, insofar as the penult has a rising tone, not a falling tone. For this
reason, the H tone blockage must be stated in terms at the level of the syllable
rather than the mora.
(15) vana [ chi + teleeka
vana [ pilikaana
vana [ ni + fUkuziJIa
vana [ telekelaana
vana [ vi + telekelaana

'they will cook it'
'they will hear'
'they will chase for me'
'they will cook for e.o.'
'they will cook them for e.o.'

These data can be handled by mapping a H to the initial vowel, then applying the
Doubling rule (16). For the sake of making the tonal blockage explicit, it is
stipulated that the focus must be followed by a toneless syllable, indicated by the
prime notation. We will leave unanswered the interesting question of how to
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fonnalize this condition in a more principled way.2 A consequence of requiring
a following toneless syllable is that there must be a following syllable, where the
extraprosodic word-final syllable does not count. This predicts correctly that
Doubling cannot spread H between the two vowels of the penultimate and tum
falling tone into level H in the conditionals of (8), so nikateleeka does not become
*nikateleeka.
(16)

Tone Doubling

0'

How this H gets to the stem-initial vowel and why it appears with a 3 person
subject but not a 1 or 2 person subject are matters to be considered later.
When we look at shorter stems in this tense, the trisyllabic stems in (17), we
notice that if the stem initial vowel is the antepenultimate, the expected
penultimate rising tone is missing.
(17) vana [ ki + yuuma

vana [ teleeka

'he will buy it'
'they will cook'

What happens is that the rightmost H deletes by a rule found in many Bantu
languages, namely Meeussen's Rule [Goldsmith 1984].

(18)

Meeussen's Rule
H

~

0/H_

By applying Meeussen's Rule to the expected underlying fonn, we get the surface
fonn as spelled out in (19).
2Notations like 11' or T' are informally taken in nonlinear phonology to mean 'toneless mora' or
'free tone'. More formally, such notation should be read as meaning 'mora not linked to a tone' or
'tone not linked to a mora'. The same notation is used outside of tonal studies, so that 11' might
also be taken to mean 'a mora not linked to a syllable' or 'a mora lacking (some) segmental
feature'. The notation 11' therefore should properly include an indication of what element the 11 is
not associated to. The problem with the notation (1' then is that if tones associate to morae and
morae are dominated by syllables, then tones never associate directly with syllables, therefore all
syllables have the property described by (1', i.e. being toneless. We will therefore interpret the
expression (1' as meaning 'syllable dominating no tone'.
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output of initial tone mapping

(19) vanakiYUUma

Meussen's Rule

vanakiyuuma

Meeussen's Rule must be constrained so that it does not delete the penultimate
H of fonns like vana [pilikaana in (15). The rule is blocked there, because it
operates under an adjacency constraint on the H tones, and the H's in (15) are not
adjacent. The specific adjacency constraint is that the H's involved in the rule
must be in adjacent syllables. Notice that in (20), where Meeussen's Rule does
delete the second H, the morae bearing the H tones are not adjacent.
(20)

H

H

I

I
~ ~

~

~

~

~

cr

va

na

I

I

--7

0
~

cr

\/
cr

cr

ki

yu

rna

I

I

The examples in (21) show that if the stem is monosyllabic or disyllabic, the
first H stays on the prefix na, and there is no stem H.
(21) ana [liima
anaa [lya

'he will cultivate'
'he will eat'

The fonn anaJiima can be explained as follows. The penultimate syllable gets a
rising tone after Default Docking, and the prefix na takes the first H (rather than
the stem initial syllable), for reasons we will go into shortly, giving intennediate
analiima. Then Meeussen's Rule applies to the H of the penultimate syllable,
giving analiima. The fonn anaalya is also derived quite easily, as seen in (22).
Parallel to anaJiima, H assigned to the prefix na; the stem H, which usually
appears on the penultimate vowel, has been deleted by Meeussen's Rule.
(22)

HH
I
ana(lya)

underlying

HH
I
anaa(lya)

Stress Lengthening
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III
II
anaa(lya)

Default Docking

H
I
anaa(lya)

Meeussen's Rule
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Application of Meeussen's Rule where both H's are within the same syllable is to
be expected on theoretical grounds, given the view that adjacency conditions state

maximal separation between elements in a rule, not minimal conditions. This
means that the syllable adjacency requirement of Meeussen's Rule blocks the rule
from applying when the determinant and focus are separated by a syllable but
does not require that the tones be in separate syllables.
For a moment, we will tum from the basic mechanics of tone assignment in
Makonde to an overview of verb tenses to illustrate the generality of the rules
proposed here. The next tense to be considered is the recent past, in (23), which
is formed by adding the prefix -ni- after the subject prefix. The penultimate
syllable has a rising tone, and the subject prefix has a H, as does the tense prefix.
(23) ooi [ teleeka
ani [ tu + telekeela
vani [ telekelaana
vani [ telekelanatelekelaana

'I cooked'
'he cooked for us'
'they cooked for each other'
'they cooked for each other over and over'

The analysis of this tense, given in (24), is that Default Docking applies to give
the penultimate rising tone, and the subject prefix has a H, which spreads to the
following vowel by Doubling.
(24)

H

H

I
anituteleke (la)

H

H

I

I

anitutelekee (la)

H

underlying

Stress Lengthening,
Default Docking

H

/\
I
anitutelekee (la)

Doubling
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If the stem is disyllabic, as in ani [ lilma or ani [ nil + pa, the stem H links to the
penult by Default Docking and thus keeps the Doubling rule from applying (so
Default Docking precedes Doubling). If the stem is monosyllabic, as in anii [ lya,
Default Docking assigns the H to the syllable of the tense prefix, -ni -, and
Meeussen's Rule then deletes that H.
(25) ani [ li1ma
'he cultivated'

ani [ nil + pa
anii [lya

'he gave to me'
'he ate'

Two additional tenses are seen in (26) which have a disyllabic prefix with H
on the first syllable, a H which does not double. Apart from the failure of
Doubling to apply to the second syllable of the prefix, these forms are derived in
a manner analogous to that of the recent past. There is a H on the prefix, and the
stem H is mapped to the penultimate syllable by Default Docking.
(26) tukana [ lo6la

nikana [ va + lo6la
akana [ tu + telekeela
nikani [ laala
ukani [ anguuka
vakani [ni + lo6la
akani [ tu + shoneela

'we always look'
'I always look at them'
'he always cooks for us'
'I might sleep'
'you might fall'
'they might look at me'
'he might sew for us'

Finally, the further past illustrated in (27) also selects the prefix ni, but assigns
H to the first stem vowel, and that H then doubles.
(27) ani [ va + kalangi1la

'he has fried for them'

vani [telekelanatelekelaana 'they have repeatedly cooked for each other'
ani [ telekeela
'he has cooked for'
The last example illustrates, as we have seen before, that Doubling does not take
place if the syllable to receive the H is immediately followed by a H toned
syllable. The data in (28) show that if the stem initial syllable precedes the
penultimate, Meeussen's Rule deletes the penultimate H. The question of why the
leftmost H is manifested on ni in the last example, and not on the stem, will be
considered in §2.3.
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(28) vani [ ni + loola
nni [laimbiila
ani [shoona
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'they have seen me'
'I have drunk'
'he has sewn'

The basic devices needed to account for tone assignment in verb tenses seen so
far are as follows: a H is added to every verb stem, and that H may be mapped to
the penult in certain tenses or else remain floating. After lengthening of stressed
vowels, free H's dock to the final mora of the penult. In certain verb tenses, a
second H appears at the lefthand edge of the stem and doubles to the following
syllable if that syllable is not immediately followed by a H. Finally, Meeussen's
Rule deletes a H if there is a H in the previous syllable.
2.3 Shift to Stem. We now return to the problem of the stem-initial H, as
seen in the future tense. The examples in (29) show that the first H is on the tense
prefix -na- in some forms and on the stem-initial vowel in others.
(29) ana [liima

anaa [Iya

'he will cultivate'
'he will eat'

ana [vaa+ pa
vana [ p1likaana
vana [ chi + teleeka

'he will give them'
'they will hear'
'they will cook it'

To clarify what is going on, consider the examples in (30) where the subject is 1
or 2 person, and we only have a single H assigned to the penult by Default
Docking.
(30) nna [ liima

nnaa [Iya

'I will cultivate'

nna [vaa + pa
nna [piJikaana

'I will eat'
'1 will give them'
'I will hear'

nna [ chi + teleeka

'I will cook it'

The (near-)underlying tonal structure of the words in (29) is therefore that of the
analogous form in (30) plus a H tone on the prefix -na-.
We can explain lack of shift in monosyllabic anaaJya , since word final
syllables are extraprosodic; there is nowhere for the H of anaalya to shift to. For
the remaining cases, the conditions for shifting are more complex: H shifts to an
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object prefix unconditionally, as in anavaapa and anachiteleeka. It shifts to the
root-initial syllable only if that syllable does not already have a H, as in
vanapilikaana. H does not shift in analiima because the root initial syllable has a
H. There being no compelling argument that this shift must be handled by one
rule, two rules will be assumed, spelled out in (31). The rising tone on the root
initial penult of analiima prevents H shift, so we will require root initial syllables
to be toneless, notated in the rule with a prime. Again, we need a reference to
tonal properties of syllables, not just tonal properties of morae.
(31)

Shift to Stem

a. H

f"
~ ["it
[+Op]

cr'
[-Op]

We do not fmd shifting of prefixal H tone to the stem initial syllable in every
tense. Consider akani [ tu + shoneela 'he might sew for us', akana [ tu
+
telekeela 'he always cooks for us', and vani [telekelaana 'they just cooked for
each other'. The failure of shifting to apply here can be accounted for simply by
requiring the H tone to be adjacent to the stem initial syllable.
Thus far, we have reduced the future tense pattern to a set of rules and the
distinction between H toned -na- and toneless -na-. However, H appears on na
when the subject prefix is 3 person, which suggests that underlyingly, the H
actually comes from the subject prefix.3 The H of the subject prefix shifts to na
(and to the prefix of the remote past ni, as we will see) by an early
morphologically conditioned rule.

3It is quite common in Bantu languages for the 3 person subject prefix to have H tone and the 1
and 2 person prefixes to have no tone, either across the board or in certain tenses.
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Shift to Prefix
H

+-----------J.l

J.l

[+SP]

[FUT,REM. PAST]

This H may shift again to the stem initial syllable in the appropriate context. The
complete derivation of anateleeka is given in (33).
(33)

H

H

I

a na [ te lee ka

H

Stress Lengthening

H

I

a na [ te lee ka

H

H

I

I

ana [te leeka

Shift to Prefix

Default Docking

H H
I

I

ana [te lee ka

Shift to Stem

H
I

ana [te lee ka

Meeussen's Rule

Stem-initial H'S may thus all be derived by shifting tones off prefixes in the
appropriate context.
The Shifting to Stem rule gives us three kinds of H'S within stems in terms of
their origin. We have default assignment of stem H, which is realized
phonetically as a rising tone on the penult, in forms like nnaliima. We have
assigned H'S, realized as a falling tone on the penult, in forms like ivatelekeeli ,
and we have shifted H'S, like the initial H of anateleeka, which originate from
prefixes and are shifted to the stem in the right circumstances.
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(34) a. nnaliima

Default H

b. ivate1ek6eli

Assigned H

c. anat61eeka

Shifted H

Other cases of stem-initial H tones are handled in an analogous fashion, such as
the H of the further past tense in (35). In that tense, the past prefix ni- has a H
tone (regardless of the subject marking of the verb), and that H shifts to the stem
exactly as it does in the future tense.
(35) anii [ 1ya
nnii [lya

'he has eaten'
'I have eaten'

nni [ vaa+ pa

'I have given them'

ani [nii+ pa

'he has given me'

tuni [ va + 1001a

'we have seen them'
'he has sewn'
'they have seen me'
'he has fried for them'

ani [shoona

vani [ ni + 1001a
ani [ va + kaJangiila

This tense has both the default-assigned H and a H on the prefix -ni-, a tone which
shifts to the stem. This pattern is identical to that of the future, parallel examples
of which are given in (36).

ana [ shoona

'he will eat'
'he will give me'
'he will sew'

vana [ ni + 1001a

'they will see me'

ana [ va + ka1angiila

'he will fry for them'

(36) anaa [ 1ya

ana [nii+ pa

2.4. H Spreading. To broaden the analysis of verbal tone, we will consider a
set of tenses which have a string of H tones starting from a relatively leftward
position up to the penult. This pattern shows up in the infinitive in (37). Note
that the penult has a phonetic level H, not a rise or a fall.
(37) ku [ llima

'to eat'

ku [t6166ka

'to cook'

ku [ t616k61aana

'to cook for e.o.'
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'to cook for'
'to change for each other'

We fmd this same tone pattern in instrument nominalizations.
(38) chishon66lo
chikrimbi11ilo
chipinaJkriliilo

'thing to sew with'
'thing to drink with'
'thing to tum with'

The right edge of this H span marks the position where the stem H is assigned.
Since the penultimate syllable has a level H tone, that is, a H on both morae, we
may surmise that the rightmost H is assigned by Default Docking. Of the rules
motivated so far, only Default Docking systematically assigns H to the righthand
mora of the penultimate.
A H is also assigned to the stem initial vowel in the infinitive. We will account
for the stem initial H by postulating a floating pre-stem H tone (inserted in
infinitives and instrumental nominalizations, the two productive deverbal
nominalizations). The rule Stem Initial Docking then maps that H to the first
stem vowel.
(39)

Stem Initial Docking

The intermediate form of kut616k661a after this rule but prior to the spreading
rule is then kut6leke6la. 4
A similar pattern is found in certain inflected verb tenses.

4The infinitive of monosyllabic verbs does not undergo Stem Initial Docking-cf. kuliJya 'to eat'.
Underlyingly we expect to find two tones, the stem H and the infinitive pre-stem H; on the surface,
all we fmd is the rising tone derived by Default Docking. There are two independent explanations
for this form. First, given that the word-final syllable is extraprosodic, Stem Initial Docking could
not map the prefixal floating tone to the stem initial syllable, since that syllable is invisible.
Second, if Default Docking applies before Stem Initial Docking, then the floating tone cannot dock
with the syllable Jya because of the association between the second tone and the syllable kud. In
either case, the prefix H tone is deleted by Stray Erasure.
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(40) vaka [ 11ile

'they didn't eat'

nika [ kalangiite

'I didn't fry'

aka [ni + pwayiliite

'he didn't sweep for me'

panichi [ t6166ka
pavachi [ kalangilaana

'when I was cooking'
'when they were cooking for each other'
'when he was cooking for me'

pachi [ ni + t616k661a

Supporting evidence for deriving the level H in the infinitive from Default
Docking is the fact that when the infinitive has an object prefix, as in (41), this
spreading process is blocked, and the rising tone surfaces. As expected, if the
object prefix immediately precedes the H toned penult, the penultimate H is
deleted by Meeussen's Rule.
(41) ku [ chi + shoona
ku [ vi + tele6ka
ku [ va + teleke61a
ku [ chi + t61ekelaana

'to sew it'
'to cook them'
'to cook for them'
'to cook it for each other'

Additional data expand the range of cases where spreading is involved. In
(42) we find other tenses with a similar pattern, except that the penultimate
syllable has a falling tone rather than a level H tone.
(42) vana [ y6ume
nnfl [ k6u + pe
vana [ t6 + t616k6ele

'they might not buy'
'I might not give you'
'they might not cook for us'

u [ ni + y6miile
u [ tu + t616k6ele
u [ va + pinalk61iile

'you should buy for me'
'you should cook for us'
'you should turn for them'

patu [liile
patu [ kalangilaane
patu [ vi + sh6niite
pat6 [ va + piile

'when we ate' (rec)
'when we cooked for e.o.' (rec)
'when we sewed them' (rec)
'when we gave him' (rec)
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pam [ va + t616k6ela
patliu [lya
patli [ sh60na
pan1 [ t616eka
patu [ va + 160la
patlinaa [ lya
pana[kaata
patlina [ kliu + pa
patlina [ vI + sh60na
patlina [ va + t616k6ela
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'when I cook for him'
'when we eat'
'when we sew'
'when I cook'
'when we look at them'
'when we will eat'
'when he will cut'
'when we will give you'
'when we will sew them'
'when we will cook for them'

In these tenses the penult has a falling tone, whereas in the infinitive it has a level

H. These tenses therefore undergo Stem Mapping, hence the input to spreading in
the case of patlinavat616k6ela is patlinavatelek6ela.
Apart from the fact that there must be two H tones in the verb, there is no
obvious phonological characteristic which distinguishes the cases where spreading
applies and where it does not, e.g. an1teleke6la 'he just cooked for',
vanip1ndlkulilaana 'they changed for each other (rem.)', anavap1ndikulilla 'he
will change for them', nikanavalo6la 'I always look at them', vakaninilo6la'they
might look at me'. These tenses might simply be marked as morphological
exceptions to the spreading rule. However, it is also possible to morphologically
characterize the tenses where spreading applies, since it applies in nominalizations
and in subordinate or negative verbs;5 we will refer to this group of verbs as the
[-ASSERTIVE] verbs and the others, where spreading is blocked, as the
[+ASSERTIVE] verbs. To handle the data in (37) and (42), we then require the
Rightward Spreading rule (43).
(43)

Rightward Spreading
(blocked in [+ASSERTIVE] verbs)

The complete derivations of kul11ma and kut616k66la are given in (44).

5S ubjunctives, negatives, and when-clauses form a tonal natural class in a number of Bantu
languages.
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HH
kulima

HH
kuliima

HH
II
kuliima

HH
II
kuliima

H

H

kutelekela

H

underlying

H

kutelekeela

H

Stress Length

H

I
I
kutelekeela

Stem Initial Docking,
Default Docking

HH

~I

kutelekeela

Rightward Spreading

Since the output of Rightward Spreading has two adjacent H's, and Meeussen's
Rule deletes the second of two adjacent H's, we can see that Meeussen's Rule
precedes Rightward Spreading. If it did not, we would see a falling tone rather
than a level H. We will encounter the opposite ordering relation between
Meeussen's Rule and Rightward Spreading when we look at the Chimahuta
dialect.
2.5. Special stem mapping problems. Two verb forms pose special analytic
problems, which will be dealt with here. The simplest problem is posed by the
"go and" subjunctive. In this tense, there is no H tone at all.
(45) kaa [ lye
ka [liime
ka [vaa+ pe
ka [ va + telekeele

'let's go eat'
'let's go cultivate'
'let's go give them'
'let's go cook for them'

We vm'U\d eA~ct e\fueI 1.11.11\\\% t()\\e \1 th\'.; te\\'.;e c()\\d\t\()\\'.; Stem Ma\)\)\ng <}! a
rising tone by Default Docking. The solution to this problem is simply to delete
the stem H tone in this tense.
(46)

Stem H Deletion
H ~ 0 / [ka-SUBJUNCTIVE]
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The second problem also arises in a form of the subjunctive. We noted in (42)
that subjunctive verbs with an object prefix assign the stem H by Stem Mapping
and also have a root-initial (not stem-initial) H which spreads throughout the
stem, e.g. u [ va pind1k6liile 'you should change for them'. We will assume an
additional floating H in this tense. Docking the root-initial H will require a
special rule.
(47)

OP-Subjunctive H Docking
H'

Thus, the intermediate form of u [ va plnd1k6liile is u [ va' + pindikuliile. It is
not the «ase that the object prefix never has a H tone in this tense: in u [ nU + pe
'you should give to me', we find a H on the object prefix. However, that H
derives by applying Stem Mapping, not (47).
The data in (48), where there is no object prefix, show a quite different
pattern.
(48) u [pilikani1le
u [teleeke

u [lilme
uu [lye

'you should listen'
'you should cook'
'you should cultivate'
'you should eat'

These examples pose two problems. First, the tone pattern of the subjunctive
with an object prefix is different from that without an object prefix: the form
with an object prefix has an extra H not found in the plain subjunctive, and
whereas the subjunctive with object prefix undergoes Stem Mapping, the plain
subjunctive undergoes Default Docking. The existence of separate tone patterns
for the subjunctive and the subjunctive with object prefix is rather common in
Bantu languages, showing up in such diverse languages as Kishambaa, Shona, and
closely related Yao.
The second problem is the form uulye. We would expect to find *u6lye by
application of Default Docking-cf. ku61ya 'to eat' and i1li 'I won't eat'. In fact,
the only circumstance where a word final vowel in verbs may have a H tone6 is in
the plain subjunctive of the monosyllabic verb lya 'eat'. This can be handled in
various ways. One might postulate a rule re-affiliating a verb stem which is
6Aside from the effect of sentence-level rules to be discussed in §3.
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entirely extraprosodic in the subjunctive, with the effect that Default Docking
assigns the stem H to the word final syllable. Or, after application of Default
Docking, a rule might shift the stem H from the subject prefix in the subjunctive
to the following word-final syllable. There is no evidence in the language which
appears to bear on this choice or which suggests any other alternatives.

3. Sentence Level Tonology
This section analyzes tonal alternations induced by the concatenation of words.
We will first see that certain tenses cause addition of a H tone to the following
noun, a H which then spreads by Rightward Spreading. Next we investigate a set
of rules adding, deleting, and spreading H tones within the noun phrase. Then we
consider the interaction between these noun phrase tonal modifications and the
rule adding a H to objects.
3.1. Shift of H from verbs. The rule Rightward Spreading can also be seen
applying at the sentence level between verbs and nominal objects. Verb tenses
can be divided into two types, those which do not affect the tone of the following
noun and those which add a H to the following noun. The examples in (49) are of
the former type; the isolation form of the noun is identical to the postverbal
form.
(49) vanikrisanya masandriuku
masandriuku

'they are packing me boxes'
'boxes'

anayuma chikalaango
chikalaango

'he will buy a vegetable pot'
'vegetable pot'

anakamula chikaapu
chikaapu

'he will grab a basket'
'basket'

aniyuma ndiizi
ndiizi

'he bought me bananas'
'bananas'

aninitelekela nyaama

'he cooked me meat'

nyaama

'meat'

atuteleki ndiizi
atukuteleka ndiizi

'we don't cook bananas'
'we didn't cook bananas'

unisaulile chikalaango

'you should clean me the vegetable pot'

nikaniteJeka ma160mbe
ma160mbe

'I might cook maize'
'maize'
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'they might buy boxes'
'boxes'

The examples in (50) are from the perfective tense, the infinitive, and the
subjunctive (without object prefix), all of which assign a H to the first syllable of
the following noun. That H spreads rightward up to the lexical H of the noun
stem, by Rightward Spreading. We will refer to this alternation as the "object H
tone alternation", although not all nouns undergoing the alternations are syntactic
direct objects.

maaka

'I chased a cat'
'cat'

anitelekele nyaama
nyaama

'he cooked me meat'
'meat'

niyumite chikaJaango
chikalaango

'I bought a vegetable pot'
'vegetable pot'

kuylima chit6166ko
chit6166ko

'to buy a cooking pot'
'cooking pot'

kUlya nyaama
nyaama

'to eat meat'
'meat'

kutusukumila lijamaanda

'to push us a box'

kuyat61ekateleka ma160mbe

'to cook maize repeatedly'

usaule chit6166ko
chit6166ko

'you should clean the cooking pot'
'cooking pot'

(50) nimmingangitemaaka

An interesting complication seen here is that the stem H of the infinitive with
object prefix and the stem H of the subjunctive are both lost.
Another tense where we find a H at the left edge of the object (followed by
Rightward Spreading of that H) is in the present tense of verbs with 3 person
subjects. The examples in (51) show that there is no added H and no Rightward
Spreading in present tense verbs with a 1 or 2 person subject.

niteleka mayaai

'I'm buying a cat'
'I'm buying you a vegetable pot'
'I am cooking eggs'

niwinda vambutuuka

'I am hunting antelopes'

(51) niyuma maaka
nikuyumila chikalaango
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However, if the subject is 3 person, as in (52), the object gets an initial H, and
Rightward Spreading then applies.
'he is buying a cat'

(52) ayuma matika
aniyumila chika18ango

'he is buying me a vegetable pot'

ateleka mayaai

'he is cooking eggs'

awinda vamb6t6uka

'he is hunting antelopes'

The underlying reason for this difference is that in this tense, as in the future,
a 3 person subject prefix has a H, and that H shifts to the object noun, setting off
Rightward Spreading.
(53)

H

H

1

1

ayuma chikalaango

H
1

output of Stress Lengthening

H
1

ayuma chikalaango

Tone Shift

HH

/1\.1
ayuma chikalaango

Rightward Spread

There is a further context where this shifting and Spreading can be found,
namely in the periphrastic present progressive tense, examples of which are given
in (54).7
(54) ninku61ya

'1 am eating'

ank661ya

'he is eating'

ninkuliima

'1 am eating'

ank61iima

'he is eating'

ninkuvatelekeela

'1 am eating for them'

anklinitelekeela

'he is eating for me'

7There are two variants of this tense, one fonned on the model SP -n- INFIN and the other fonned on
the model SP -ve -n- INFIN • The former was given as the more "correct" fonn for Chimaraba, the
latter being viewed as influenced by Chimahuta, which uses exclusively the latter pattern.
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nivenkullima
avenkliliima
ninkuvatelekeela
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'I am eating'
'he is eating'
'I am eating'
'he is eating'
'I am eating for them'
'he is eating for me'

These examples can be accounted for by treating the construction as the
combination of a present tense verb (with no stem, or the stem ve) plus the
locative prefix n- on the infinitive of the verb. The locative prefix takes the H
tone, which then spreads up the first H in the word. By general principles of
syllable fusion in the language, intermediate ave riklilJima and a riklillima surface
as avenklillima and anklilJima.
There is an important condition to be imposed on this process: we do not find
the object H tone alternation when the noun is toneless. Consider the following
pairs of V + 0 sentences, the verb being present tense with the first sentence in
the pair having 1 person subject (thus not adding a H) and the second having 3
person subject (adding a H). We find that the final vowel of the 3 person verb has
a H tone, and the object has no H.
(55) niyuma limbeende
ayuma limbeende
niteleka ntandaasa
ateleka ntandaasa
niisabu jilcaanya
aisabli jilcaanya

'I'm buying a skin'
'he's buying a skin'
'I'm cooking stiff cassava porridge'
'he's cooking stiff cassava porridge'
'I'm counting mouths'
'he's counting mouths'

The other verb tenses which induce addition of H to the object exhibit this same
restriction.
(56) niyumite limbeende
uteleke ntandaasa
kujiisabli jilcaanya

'I bought a skin'
'you should cook stiff cassava porridge'
'to count the mouths'

We cannot tell what pattern of tone assignment the perfective and the present
would take in isolation. Both tenses are noun-focal tenses and always being
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followed by the focus of the sentence, cannot appear in isolation. 8 However, we
know that the infmitive and the subjunctive without object prefix undergo Default
Docking rather than Stem Mapping. We will assume that the verbs which
contribute a H to the object contain a floating H tone. This H is morphologically
contributed by the 3 person subject prefix, but not by a 1 or 2 person subject
prefix in the present tense. In the perfective, subjunctive and infinitive, the
floating H will be assumed to be the stem H, which is not phonetically manifested
on the stem; since the latter two forms manifest the stem H phonetically in
isolation form (uteleeke 'you should cook', kujiisaabu 'to count them'), some
rule is independently needed to account for loss of the stem H.9
The assignment and spread of H tone to the object then procedes in two steps.
First, the floating H tone is docked to the initial syllable of the next word,
providing there is a H tone somewhere in the word. Then, H Tone Spreading
spreads that H rightward until it meets the lexical H. The H tone Docking rule
can be formalized as (57).
(57)

Floating H Docking

tI:......~~.

H

[(OJ.!

After consideration of rules changing the tones of modified nouns, we will see
how addition and deletion of H tones in the noun complement affects applicability
of this rule.
When the H tone does not dock to the object, as in ayuma limbeende, it then
docks to the fmal vowel of the word. This can be handled by Default Docking.
At the word level, the final syllable is extraprosodic, hence cannot take a H tone
by Default Docking. However, at the sentence level, word-final extraprosodicity
is lost, and the final syllable becomes eligible to receive a H.
3.2. The tonology of the noun and the NP. The majority of nouns in the
Chimaraba dialect submit to a tonal analysis which is quite similar to that given to
verbs. There are four main tone patterns for nouns: penultimate rise (by Default
Docking) and penultimate fall (by Stem Mapping), either of which may be the
sole H of the noun or may be combined with a H spreading from the stem initial
vowel to the penultimate syllable. Since most nouns of the language have
SA similar situation arises in closely related Kimatuumbi [Odden 1984] and Makua [Stucky 1979].
9Since perfective and present tense verbs cannot stand in isolation, we do not have this argument
for these tenses.
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disyllabic stems, most nouns have rising, falling, or level penultimate syllables:
level penultimate in disyllabic stems derives from rising tone plus H tone
Spreading, whereas falling tone combined with a spreading H is phonetically
indistinguishable from simple falling tone in disyllables. The selection of one of
these patterns is lexically determined.
(58) nnyaavi
mmi11i
nnyeeni
njenjeema
chiteleeko

'magician'
'body'
'guest'
'mosquito'
'vegetable pot'

Stem Mapping
Default Docking
Default Docking + Spreading
Stem Mapping + Spreading
Default Docking + Spreading

There is another, rarer pattern: H on the antepenultimate alone. This may either
be the stem initial syllable or the noun class prefix syllable. All of the known
examples (which amount to 3% of the nouns in the corpus) are listed below.
(59) 11 + tiingi

chl+nduuli
yiinguula
chi + pwataaka
li+ papaaya

Ii + vambaala
chi + wambaaza

'pumpkin'
'cassava leaf'
'rabbit'
'parcel'
'papaya'
'spleen'
'wall'

The rising tone in yiinguula is, as noted earlier, unusual, since contour tones in
this language so far arise only in the lengthened penultimate syllable, where there
are two tone-bearing units. The rising tone in this word can be decomposed into
level tones, one per tone-bearing unit, if the nasal n is assumed to be tone-bearing
and to have underlying H tone (viz. yunguula). Although there is no direct
evidence showing that the nasal is underlying tone-bearing in this word, it is the
case that nasals may be surface tone-bearing units (nnlteleeka 'I cooked').
Furthermore, the juxtaposition of a L-toned syllable plus following
heteromorphemic H-toned nasal will result in a single rising-toned syllable, cf.
pa+tunashoona 'when we will sew', pii+nnashoona 'when 1 will sew' from
pa+nnashoona.
Finally, four nouns are known to have no H in the stem: n+tandaasa 'stiff
cassava porridge', kaanya 'mouth', nankatataambwe 'spider', and li+mbeende
'hide'. Their significance for the object H tone problem has been seen already.
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Nouns followed in their phrase by modifiers undergo certain tone rules. One
of these rules is a rule deleting all H's in a noun followed by the WH-modifiers
'whose', 'how many', and 'what type' (but not before 'which').
'whose tree?'
'whose watennelon?'

(60) nnandi wanaani
litikitilyanaani
ntandasa wanmini
chiteleko chanaani
ng'ande gaani
litikiti gaani

litikiiti

'whose stiff cassava porridge?' ntandaasa
'whose cooking pot?'
chit6166ko
ng'aande
'what type house?'
'what type circle?'
'what type watennelon?'

mvilingo gaani

nnaandi

'how many trees?'
'how many dogs?'
rang'avanga vangaapi
viteleko vingaapi
'how many cooking pots?'
nankatatambwevangaapi 'how many spiders?'
nyamantwaanl lO
'what kind of meat?'

mv1liingo

milandi mingaapi

chituvi chiliida
chit616ko chil1ida
vang'avanga valiida

ng'avaanga
nankatataambwe

nyaama

'which load?'
'which cooking pot?'
'which dogs?'

We will assume a morpho-syntactically conditioned rule deleting a H tone before
a [+WH] modifier, with the provision that -liida 'which' is an exception to this
rule. 11
(61)

WH-Modifier Lowering
[NP[N-] [+WH] ... ]

I
H~

0

10Jn connected speech, this surfaces as nyamantwaani due to syllable fusion.
lIThe exceptionality may be more syntactic in nature than pure lexical exceptionality. WHmodifiers agree with their heads using a characteristic nominal agreement series which is u- for
class 1. However, the prefix selected by -liida in class 1 is a-, which is the class 1 verbal subject
prefix.
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Another alternation is found in words preceding a possessive pronoun in its
phrase. As the following examples show, all H tones of a noun are lost before a
possessive pronoun, and a H appears on the final vowel of the noun.
(62) li160mbe
lilombe lyaangu

'maize'
'my maize'

nyaama
nyama yaangu

'meat'
'my meat'

chituuvi
chituvi cheetu

'load'
'our load'

vayi1nguula
vayungula veetu

'rabbits'
'our rabbits'

chiteleeko
chitelek6 cheetu

'cooking pot'
'our cooking pot'

melemeende
melemende waangu

'cockroach'
'my cockroach'

This pattern arises by applying two rules. The first rule deletes all H tones in
words C-commanded by a following possessive pronoun. 12 The second rule
assigns a H tone to the last vowel of the word before a possessive pronoun in its
phrase. Finally, as the following data show, if the possessive pronoun is not
preceded by a word within its phrase, the pronoun bears a falling tone on the first
vowel.

nilinga kuyrima [NP vyaake]

'mine'
'I'm trying to buy his'

niyumite [NP vyaake ]

'I bought his'

(63) vyaangu

Possessive pronouns have a floating H tone, which docks to the preceding word
by (64).13

12The theoretical import of this rule is discussed in Odden [1990].
13The phrasemate condition on this docking rule will be ignored for the moment
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Possessive Docking

... ... ...

~ ] [

A B

...H

POSS. PRO.]

B

c-commands A

Nouns lacking lexical H tones also show this word final H, showing that the
nouns in (62) do not simply involve shift of lexical H to the final vowel.
(65) nankatataambwe
nankatatambwe weetu

'spider'
'our spider'

kaanya
kanya yaangu

'mouth'
'my mouth'

ntandaasa
ntandasa waangu

'stiff cassava porridge'
'my stiff cassava porridge'

If the head noun of the phrase is separated from the possessive pronoun by
other modifiers, the noun and the modifiers each lose their H tones. The word
standing before the possessive pronoun (in bold face) receives a H tone, and
modifiers after the possessive pronoun do not lose their H.
(66) chinduuli
chinduli chaangu

'cassava'
'my cassava'

chinduli chibaaya
chinduli chibaya chaangu

'bad cassava'
'my bad cassava'

vayiinguuJa
vayiinguJa vataangu
vayunguJa vatangu voe vaangu

'rabbits'
'old rabbits'
'all myoid rabbits'

ng'avaanga
vang'avanga vatang6 vangu vad66go

'dogs'
'my small old dogs'

The syntactic relationship between the pronoun which triggers tone loss and
the word undergoing the rule is crucial. The examples in (67) show that tone loss
applies to every word from the pronoun leftward to the head noun of the phrase
which the pronoun modifies, but does not delete H tones beyond the phrase
immediately dominating the pronoun.
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(67) [vp akanavatelekela

[NP vavanu] [NP nyama yaangu]

he-them-cooks-for
people
meat
'he always cooks my meat for the people'
[vp nivauyayila
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my

[NP vamael [NP yungula wabaya weenu]]

I-them-kill-for
women
rabbit
'I'm killing your bad rabbit for the women'

bad

your

[NP vang'avanga vaangu]

[vp unavalola

you-them-will watch
'you will watch my dogs'

dogs

my

Finally, a possessive pronoun may serve as the only element within a headless
noun phrase in sentences such as he took mine. Whether the word before the
pronoun is an inflected verb form or an infinitive, lowering is blocked.

(68) kutel6ka yaangu
tuvenkut6leka vyaake
atuvatelekela vyaangu

'to cook mine'
'we are cooking his'
'we didn't cook mine for them'

The rule deleting H tones can be stated as follows:
(69)

Possessive Lowering
H

-7

0/[A .. , _

] .... [B

POSS. PRO.]

B

c-commands A

By ordering Possessive Lowering prior to Possessive Docking, we avoid deleting
the H tone contributed by the pronoun, and that H is then assigned to the final
vowel of the preceding word in its phrase.
Another tonal modification is encountered with the toneless nouns followed by
modifiers. As the following examples show, a H is assigned to the penultimate
syllable when followed by a modifier.

(70) ntandasa mwlingi
ntandasa wooe
nankatatambwe v6engi
nankatatambwe vo6e

'much stiff cassava porridge'
'all the stiff cassava porridge'
'many spiders'
'all the spiders'
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limbende likulu
mambende manne
limbende lyo6te

'large skin'
'four skins'
'the whole skin'

jikanya jlingi
kanya nd6ogo

'many mouths'
'small mouth'

Both the penultimate and final syllables of the noun have a H if the noun is
followed by a demonstrative.

limbende lJiya

'this spider"
'that skin"

kanya lin6

'this mouth"

kanya Jiya

'that mouth"

(71) nankatatambwe yuun6

Finally, as (72) shows, the presence of a demonstrative after a noun with a lexical
H causes spread of that H to the final syllable of the noun.
(72) lip6nd61Jin6

'this hole'

lipo6ndo

uplnde uun6

'this bow'

upJinde

lichlingwa liiya

'that orange'

lichuungwa

ylinguIa yuun6

'this rabbit'

yunguula

vaylinguIa vaaya

'those rabbits'

vayiinguula

ng'avanga yUun6

'this dog'

ng'avaanga

This suggests an analysis of the data in terms of two rules. First, H is assigned
to the penultimate syllable of any toneless noun followed by a modifier.
(73)

Modified Noun H Insertion
[NP [N ... Jl Jl] X ]

I
0~H

Second, H spreads to the final syllable of a noun modified by a demonstrative.
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(74)
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Demonstrative Spreading

[+DEMONST.]

3.3. Spreading to modified objects. We return now to the process assigning
and spreading H tone to objects after verbs in certain tenses. In looking for
examples of toneless nouns rejecting the object H tone, we are not limited to using
the four lexical toneless nouns. When the postverbal noun is modified by one of
the WH-modifiers which cause deletion of H tones in the noun, the derived
tonelessness of the noun causes the floating H to be rejected.
(75) ayuma yUnguuIa

'you are buying a rabbit'

aruma yungula gaanJ

'which rabbit are you buying?'

ayuma mllaango

'he is buying doors'

ayuma milango mingaapJ

'how many doors is he buying?'

asoma chltaabu

'he is reading a book'

asoma chitabu cheepJ

'which book is he reading?'

This motivates ordering WH-Modifier Lowering (61) before Floating H Docking.
On the other hand, the H assigned to a toneless noun with a following modifier
by (73) will serve as the righthand conditioning H tone for application of Floating
H Docking, showing that Modified Noun H Insertion must apply before the latter
rule.
(76) ateleka ntandasa mwJingi 14

'he's cooking lots of stiff cassava porridge'

kuJ6Ia jJkanya jIingi

'to see many mouths'

ayuma Ilmrende Iya iimba

'he is buying a lion skin'

ayuma mamrende yaan6

'he is buying those skins'

ayuma mamrende yaaya

'he is buying these skins'

In addition to the tonal restriction that there must be a following H tone,
Floating H Docking must be given a morpho-syntactic restriction as well. The
rule does not apply to a following complement which is not a noun. If the
14In connected speech, the vowel plus syllabic nasal fuse into one syllable, giving
atelekantandasa mwiingi.
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following noun phrase begins with a prenominal demonstrative, (57) does not
apply (cf. 77a). If the complement is a WH-word, (57) is also blocked (cf. 77b),
nor does the rule apply to a following (embedded) verb (cf. 77c). Adverbs do
not trigger the rule (cf. 77d), and application of (57) is optional if the postverbal
noun is in an embedded clause (cf. 77e).
(77) a. ayakula vlino vikaapu
ayakula v1iya vikaapu
niyumite vaaya vayunguula
b. ateleka chaanl

ansaidiya naanl
achiyakul8. chlipl

'he's taking these baskets'
'he's taking those baskets'
'I bought those rabbits'
'what is he cooking?'
'who is he helping?'
'which one is he taking?'

c. avayambila [V chinitumbuka] chikalaango

'he's telling them the vegetable pot is broken'
d. alya [ADV mala mbiIli]

'he eats twice'

e. avayambila chikalango chinitumbuuka

(=c)

avayambiJa chlkalango chinitumbuuka

opt.

An interesting problem is posed by toneless nouns preceded by either the
locative morpheme pa- 'at' or the instrumental na- 'with', namely that the [mal H
tone of the verb spreads to the locative prefix as well. This pattern holds whether
the noun is lexically toneless or undergoes (61).
(78) aikalite pantandaasa
avikite p8.Jcaanya
avika pajamanda gaanl
akaJanga navikaJango gaani
akologa nachijiko gaanl

'he's sitting near the stiff cassava porridge'
'he put it in the mouth'
'which box is he putting it by?'
'which vegetable pots is he frying with?'
'which spoon is he stirring with?'

We will assume that pa- and na- have a special status-we will treat them as
clitics-and are subject to the following rule.
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Clitic Spreading

The same tonal property is found with the toneless noun nankatataambwe
'spider' : when this noun is the object of a verb with a floating H, the initial
syllable has a falling tone,IS the result of spreading from the preceding wordfinal H. When this noun is preceded by a locative prefix, Clitic Spreading applies
twice.
(80) auJaya nankatataambwe
aimiJa panankatabaambwe

'he's killing the spider'
'he's standing by the spider'

Historically, na- can be identified as a prefix attached to the names of certain
animals and is used more productively in Makua and Kimatuumbi.
Synchronically, there is little evidence for treating this noun as polymorphemic,
although a more detailed analysis of the language may show that such a treatment
is justified. If na- is given the same morphological treatment as instrumental naand locative pa-, then these alternations can be explained by applying (79).
The fmal problem in interaction between Floating H Docking and NP-internal
tonology is the interaction between H Docking and the possessive construction.
The possessive construction involves both the addition of a floating tone and the
deletion of tones before the pronoun. What we find is that H Docking and
Rightward Spreading apply beginning with the noun and extending through other
modifiers up to the possessive pronoun. Consider the following pairs of
sentences, the first sentence in each having a 2 person subject which does not have
the requisite floating H for Floating H Docking.
(81)

a.

uyuma chikaJang6 chaangu

'you

are buying my pot'
ayuma chikabing6 chaangu

b. uuJaya nankatatambwe weetu
auJaya nankatatambwe weetu

'he is buying my pot'
'you are killing our spider'
'he's killing our spider'

15The preconsonantal nasal is tone bearing, so it receives a default L tone. By syllable fusion, the
spread H and the nasal's L combine to give a falling tone.
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c. uniyumila vayungula vabaya veetu

'you are buying our bad rabbits for

aniyumila vaylinglila vabtiya veetu

'he's buying our bad rabbits for me'

me'

What is surprising is that, although the object noun does not have a H tone-as we
have seen, an important condition for application of Floating H Docking-the
rule applies. Example (b), which uses an underlying toneless noun, shows that
the rule is not triggered by the underlying H tone of the noun; the rule applies to
all nouns modified by a possessive pronoun.
This mystery can be solved by making more precise the nature of the tonal
condition on the docking rule. Docking does not apply when there is no H tone at
all following the floating H (ayuma mambeende 'he is buying skins') or when the
following H is not associated with the noun (ayumci milango mingciapi 'how many
doors is he buying?'). Docking does apply if the following H is associated to the
noun itself (aniyumila chikalaango 'he is buying me a vegetable pot') or if the H
is floating (aniyumila vciylinglila vabtiya veetu 'he's buying our bad rabbits for
me', from aniyumila vayungula vabaya ' veetu).
The constraint to be imposed on Floating H Docking is that the H to be docked
must be followed by an 'adjacent' H. Parallel to other adjacency conditions, this
condition states the maximum separation allowed between determinant and focus.
As is the case with all adjacency conditions, it is not sufficient to inspect the
terminal features (tones) alone to determine if the adjacency condition is satisfied.
Rather, we must also follow a path of nodes dominating the tone to a certain level
in the phonological representation (mora, syllable, or word) to ascertain that no
other mora, syllable, or word intervenes between the determinant and focus. In
other words, adjacency conditions are negative filters, blocking rule application
when elements in a string are too far separated. However, a floating tone is not
linked to anything else in the phonological representation; a floating tone will
then satisfy any adjacency requirement.
We will consider a last problem in the interaction between Floating H Docking
and Spreading and the possessive construction. Infinitive verbs in Makonde are
nouns, and their phrases may be modified with a possessive. The data in (82)
show infinitive verbs followed by object nouns which are modified by a
possessive. The infinitive does not lose its H tones. H is assigned to the first
vowel of the noun, which spreads up to the pronoun. Failure of lowering to
apply to the infinitive itself is a consequence of the fact that the pronoun is in the
same phrase as its head noun (as are the intervening modifiers) but is not in the
same phrase as the preceding verb.
(82) kut616kci ny;ima yaake
kut616kci ny;ima yatangli yaake

'to cook his meat'
'to cook his old meat'
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kunlrilayila vaminkatatambwe voe vaake
ulembela kuteleka nyama yoe yangu
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'to kill all his spiders for me'
'you like to cook all my meat'

When infinitives are the head of a phrase modified by a possessive, they do
lose their H tones.
(83) kuteleka kwaake
kuvaulaya kwaangu
kutuyumiJa kwaake

'his cooking'
'my killing them'
'his buying for us'

An infinitival head noun may have multiple complements, including a full
(object) noun phrase and a possessive pronoun. In such a case, the possessive
pronoun will cause loss of H tones throughout the object noun phrase and in the
infinitive head itself.
(84) kukalanga mikambe kwaangu
'my frying sweet potato'
ulola kuyuma ndizi kwaangu

'you're watching my buying bananas'
ulola kuyuma ndizijatangri kwaake
'you're watching his buying old bananas'
ulembela kuteleka nyama yoe kwaangu
'you like my cooking all the meat'
Since the verb, object noun phrases, and the pronoun are in the same phrase,
lowering is possible.
Finally, a possessive pronoun may serve as the only element within a headless
noun phrase in sentences such as he took mine. Whether the word before the
pronoun is an inflected verb form or an infinitive, lowering is blocked.
(85) kuteleka yaangu
tuvenkuteleka vyaake
atuvatelekela vyaangu

'to cook mine'
'we are cooking his'
'we didn't cook mine for them'

These restrictions all follow from the fundamental constraint that Possessive
Lowering may only apply to elements in the same phrase as the possessive
pronoun.
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APPENDIX 1

Paradigm-style examples of the verb tense are given here, including appropriate
stem-length, subject prefix, and object prefix contrasts.

FUTURE POSITIVE
1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

nnaalya
nnavaapa
nnaliima
nnakiYUUma
nnateleeka
nnachiteleeka
nnapilikaana
nnavafukuziila

amialya
anavaapa
analiima
anakiyuuma
anateleeka
anachiteleeka
anapilikaana
anavafLikuziHa

'eat'
'give'
'cultivate'
'buy'
'cook'
'cook'
'hear'
'chase for'

1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

nniilya
nnivaapa
nniliima
nnikiyuuma
nniteleeka
nnichiteleeka
nnipilikaana
nnivatiikuziila

aniilya
anivaapa
aniliima
anikiyuuma
aniteleeka
anichiteleeka
anipilikaana
anivafLikuziila

'eat'
'give'
'cultivate'
'buy'
'cook'
'cook'
'hear'
'chase for'

OP
them
it
it
them

FAR PAST
OP

them
it
it
them
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NEAR PAST

1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

nmilya

aniilya

nmvaapa

anivaapa

riniliima

aniliima

rinildyu6ma

anlkiyuuma

riniteleeka

anIteleeka

rinIchiteleeka

an1chiteleeka

rinlpilikaana

anlpilikaana

rinlvafukuzil1a

anlvafukuzi1la

'eat'
'give'
'cultivate '
'buy'
'cook'
'cook'
'hear'
'chase for'

1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

nikaalya

akaalya

nikachlilya

akach1ilya

nikallima

akallima

nikakiyliuma

akakiyuuma

nikateleeka

akateleeka

nikavitelekeela

aka vitelekeela

'eat'
'eat'
'cultivate '
'buy'
'cook'
'cook'

them

1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

OP

iili

aali

ikuupi

akuupi

il1imi

al1imi

ikiyliumi

akiyliumi

iteleeki

ateleeki

ichiteleeki

achiteleeki

'eat'
'give'
'cultivate'
'buy'
'cook'
'cook'

OP

them
it
it
them

CONDITIONAL
OP

it
it

FUTURE NEG ATIVE

you
it
it
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SUBJUNCTIVE
2 subject

Gloss

uuly6
uviilye

'eat'
'eat'
'cultivate'
'cultivate'
'cook'
'cook for'

uliime
ukiliime
utele6ke
uvat616k6ele

OP

them
it
them

INFINITIVE
Gloss
kulilya
kuviilya
kuliima
kuchishoona
kut6166ka
kuchitele6ka
kupinalkUlila
kuvat61eke61a

'eat'
'eat'
'cultivate'
'sew'
'cook'
'cook'
'change'
'cook for'

OP

them
it
it
them
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APPENDIX 2
The rules cited above are recapitulated here, in their order of application.

(5)

Stem H Insertion

o~
(13)

H/[STEM-]

Future Negative Docking
H
I
I

[Future Negative]

[ROOT ... ~]

(9)

Stem Mapping
H'
I

I

~]

(4)

Stress Lengthening
[+stress]

cr

o~
(7)

I
I
~

Default Docking
H'
I
I
~]

(applies in: conditional
subordinate tenses
subjunctive+OP
"might not" tense
inst. nom.)
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Shift to Stem

a. H

f"
~ ["it
[-tOp]

b. H

f""
~ ['it
cr'
[-op]

(32)

Shift to Prefix
H

+-----------.
~

~

[+SP]

(39)

[FUT,REM. PAST

Stem Initial Docking
H'

" ,,

[~

(16)

Tone Doubling
H

r'- --- -.

~

~

cr
(18)

Meeussen's Rule
H~

0/H_

cr'
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(46)

Stem H Deletion
H ~ 0 / [ka-SUBJUNCTIVE]

(47)

OP-Subjunctive H Docking

H'

(73)

Modified Noun H Insertion
[NP [N ... J.l J.l] X]

I
I
0~H

(74)

Demonstrative Spreading

[+DEMONST.]

(61)

WH-Modifier Lowering
[NP [N _ ] [+WH] ... ]
I

I
H~

(69)

0

Possessive Lowering
H

~

0/ [A ... _

] .... [B

POSS. PRO.]

Be-commands A
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Possessive Docking
H

--- ------~ ] [ POSS. PRO.]

B c-commands A

A B

(57)

Floating H Docking

~~.....~~.

H

[ffiJ.!
(43)

Rightward Spreading
(blocked in [+ASSERTIVE] verbs)

(79)

Clitic Spreading
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